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IN THE ACT 
See all the citations from the 
weekend by checking out 
today's BLOTTER on PAGE 2 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
MINECRAFT? 
Students utilize 3-D game as form of art, 
expression in University classrooms 
By David Skowromki 
Reporter 
Students in the art department 
have been using video games 
as a new form of expression. 
Anthony Fontana, instructor 
in the School of Art, has been 
using the game Second life as 
a way to teach students. Second 
Life is a 3-D world where people 
can socialize through avatars 
and create whatever t hey want. 
The students meet with 
teachers in the game over the 
summer with their avatars 
to attend online classes, go 
through art galleries of stu- 
dents' art work and go on vir- 
tual field trips to places like the 
Sistine ChapeL Fontana said. 
All of this is done in a vir- 
tual campus that Fontana and 
Bonnie Mitchell, who also 
teaches in the School of Art, 
have run together since 2007, 
Fontana said. 
Now students are 
expanding the virtual 
world at the University to 
include Minecraft. 
"We began using other vir- 
tual worlds, such as Minecraft 
two years ago," Fontana said. 
Minecraft is a game 
where everything is made 
of square blocks and those 
blocks can be used to build 
3-D constructions. 
Minecraft appeared in the 
art department for the first time 
at the art fair ArtXtravaganza, 
Fontana said. A contest was 
hosted where each contestant 
was given a number of blocks 
and had a certain amount of 
time to build whatever they 
wanted, he said. 
Senior Chris Bailey has 
helped host the Minecraft con- 
test for the past two years. 
"Minecraft is a great tool for 
art because there are infinite 
possibilities of things to build," 
Bailey said. 
Students aren't just doing 
this in class, either; they are 
doing it at home, Fontana said. 
Virtual spaces like Minecraft 
and Second Life are being 
investigated all over campus, 
See MINECRAFT | Page 3 
GRAPHIC PROVIDED BY MICHAEL REASOHER 
STUDENTS in University art classes use Minecraft to create 5-D renderings 
WHAT CAN YOU BUILD? 
What can you build in Minecraft? Have a cool design or create 
something from campus or Bowling Green? Tweet us your struc- 
tures by sending them with #Minecraft at @The_BG_News. 
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TOBACCO FREE SERIES 110F J 
Campus 
considers 
going 
tobacco free 
By D—King 
Campus ErJlor 
College is when some smokers begin 
a lifek>ng habit, but those who attend 
the University may soon have to take 
that habit elsewhere. 
Five University groups are discuss- 
ing and developing their points of 
view on the possibility of the cam- 
pus being tobacco free. Hie idea 
of a tobacco use policy on campus 
came about through an Ohio Board 
of Regents resolution passed July 23 
encouragingcolleges and universities 
to become tobacco free. The Board of 
Regents, located in Columbus, serves 
as a ccordinating body for Ohio high- 
er education and is responsible for 
advising the Chancellor, leader of the 
University system of Ohio, on issues 
of statewide importance affecting 
higher education, according to its 
website. 
The five groups, including 
Administrative Staff Council, 
Classified Staff Council, Faculty 
Senate. Undergraduate Student 
Government and Ciraduate Student 
Senate, will hopefully submit their 
decision to President Mary Ellen 
Mazey by Thanksgiving, said Jill 
(.in senior associate vice president of 
Student Affairs and dean of students. 
The decision to go tobacco free or 
to stay with the current policy may 
come down to culture. 
"I think you're starting to see a dif- 
ferent culture movement," said USG 
President Alex Solis. 
Faith Yingling, director of 
Wellness, said Ohio culture has shift- 
ed to tobacco and smoking policies 
and that similar initiatives have been 
going on nationwide for a while now. 
"As more states and places imple- 
ment smoking-related policies, 
it seems only natural that places 
like college and universities would 
take up those initiatives as well" 
Yingling said. 
See TOBACCO | Page 3 
Late Night delivery system 
proves to be interesting work 
Drivers share stories of after-hours food runs in town 
ByBridjrtMcndyult 
Reporter 
Some delivery drivers in Bowling 
Green clock out each night with 
interesting stories to tell. 
Nighttime is usually the best time 
for an entertaining drive. 
Junior Tony Perfetto, a Cookie Jar 
employee, said he once delivered to 
a group of girls in Centennial Hall 
who were so happy with the cookies, 
they came to a party Perfetto hosted. 
Each driver said they have had a 
couple of deliveries that made their 
night on the job more entertaining. 
Luke Warner, a Campus 
Pollyeye's employee, said he's had 
numerous deliveries to parties 
where the customers would try to 
invite him in to drink with them 
even though he's driving. 
"Some old cougar asked me for 
my number once." Warner said. "I've 
had people tell me to come inside 
and offer me beers and shots." 
Dustin Schroedcr, a Jimmy John's 
employee, said this past week some- 
one ran out of Nate and Wally's 
downtown right in front of his 
Jimmy John's delivery car. 
Edward Wonder, an Oasis 
employee, said he's had a couple 
of interesting nights after the bars 
close around 2 am. 
"One time I was turning on 
('lough Street and thesegirisasked 
for a ride," Wonder said. "They said 
they would flash me and when they 
did, I just drove away." 
While the drivers have had inter- 
esting stories to tell, the delivery pro- 
cess isn't always positive. Perfetto 
said the most hectic time to deliver 
cookies is during late night pickups 
and campus deliveries. 
"You have to call them to come 
DELIVERY 
CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
Faculty member put on 
administrative leave 
The chair of the Architecture and 
Environmental Design Department was put 
on administrative leave on Oct. 16 after he was 
arrested for hitting a Toledo Police officer and 
failing to stop at the scene of an accident in 
September. 
Stan Guidera is being charged with allegedly 
failing to stop at the scene of the accident feloni- 
ous assault causing serious injury and driving 
under the influence, according to a court docket 
via the Toledo Municipal Court's website. 
Guidera is scheduled to appear in Toledo 
Municipal Court on Tuesday for a preliminary 
hearing, according to the docket Guidera was 
released on a bond of $50,000 three days after 
the accident in late September acceding to the 
docket 
Guidera was notified of his paid leave by Fans 
Malhas. dean of the College of Technology at the 
University, according to a letter from Malhas 
Guidera is asked to "stay away" from the 
University during his leave, unless otherwise noti- 
fied by Malhas. according to the letter. Guidera 
was also asked to turn in the keys to his office and 
his University parking pass until further notice. 
Guidera's leave is a preliminary measure in the 
decision-making process concerning his future 
employment at the University, according to the 
letter. 
TAKING A CLOSER LOOK 
¥ 
Issue 2 analyzed 
for Ohio voters 
This week. The BG News is taking a 
closer look at some of the issues and can- 
didates in this year's elections. First, we will 
explore some of the issues, including Issue 
2. in this paper. Keep picking up The BG 
News lor ongoing election coverage. Tweet 
#Elections2012 (?The_BG_News and let 
us know what you think about Issue 2 and 
everything else you'll be voting on. 
Issue 2 is an initiative to change the 
process of redrawing voting district lines in 
Ohio. 
If approved, Issue 2 will form a 12-mem- 
ber commission to redraw voting district 
lines following every 10-year census. It 
would consist of four Republicans, four 
Democrats and four Independent, non- 
bipartisan members. 
Ohio Appellate judges would choose the 
members ol the commission. 
"Now, the lines are drawn basically by 
a roll of the dice of who is in charge." said 
Russell Mills, an assistant professor of politi- 
cal science at the University. "This would 
help alleviate that. They're trying to take 
partisanship out of it." 
1. How it is now: Currently, whichever polit- 
ical party is in office controls how the voting 
district lines are drawn after each census. 
2. Yes: A "yes" vote would mean the voter 
supports the creation of the 12-member 
commission. Some organizations that sup- 
port Issue 2 are League of Women Voters 
and Voters First. 
3. No: A "no" vote would mean the voter 
supports the current methods of district 
drawing. Notable organizations against 
Issue 2 are Protect Your Vote and The Ohio 
Chamber of Commerce 
4. How it will be paid for: Tax dollars will 
fund the commission and its members It 
will cost between $11 million and $15 million 
throughout the next eight years. 
5. Will it pass?: Ballot issues regarding vot- 
ing district lines tend to surface after each 
census. "Predominantly, they don't succeed 
that much." Mills said. "In America, we trust 
what was done before us." 
FALCONS DEFEAT EMU 
Led by a tough defense, the 
Falcons beat Eastern Michigan 
24-3 in order to become bowl 
eligible for the first time since 
2009.1 PAGE 6 
MUSIC WITH MEANING 
Forum Editor Stephan Reed takes 
a trip back to 2007 and explores 
the reasons as to why local musi- 
cianship now seems to be dying in 
H modern society. | PAGE 4 
DO YOU WANT A SMOKE-FREE CAMPUS? 
"I would support it, but they 
reall should have smoking hubs 
for smokers.." 
Kaitlyn Beal 
Freshman, Early Childhood Edu. 
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BLOTTER 
THURS., OCT. 
25 
3:35 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a No Parking sign had been 
stolen from the lot of a busi- 
ness within the 100 block of 
E. Napoleon Road. The sign 
is valued at tlOO 
3:45 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
someone stole medication 
from a residence within the 
400 block of N. Grove St. 
5:07 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
his wallet was stolen while at 
a bar last Saturday and his 
credit card has been used 
multiple times in town since 
then. 
7:41 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime during the night 
on Monday, an unknown per- 
son stole an iPod Touch from 
a residence within the 900 
Klots Road. It was valued at 
$300 
10:52 P.M. 
Erica Elizabeth Adams. 18. 
of Fremont, Ohio, was cited 
for underage/under the influ- 
ence of alcohol within the 
100 block of E. Court St. 
10:58 P.M. 
Sara Christine Lininger. 
19, of Bowling Green, was 
arrested for underage/under 
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the influence of alcohol and 
obstructing official business 
within the 400 block of W. 
Wooster St. She was lodged 
in the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
11:34 P.M. 
Spencer W. Selhorst. 19. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for nuisance party within the 
400 block of Frazee Ave. 
FRI., OCT. 26 
12:33 A.M. 
Emily Diane Sloan. 20, of 
Rochester Hills. Mich., was 
cited for underage posses- 
sion of alcohol within the 
400 block of E. Merry Ave. 
2:24 A.M. 
Issac W. Lagger. 25. of 
Toledo, was cited for public 
urination at Lot 1 downtown. 
Scott Alan Marckel Jr, 19. of 
Toledo, was cited for open 
container and underage pos- 
session of alcohol. 
2:26 A.M. 
Xavier John Walker. 22, of 
Bowling Green. Ohio, was 
cited for disorderly conduct 
at Lot 1 downtown. 
2:56 A.M. 
Sean E. Zachel. 28, of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
public urination within the 
200 block of E. Wooster St. 
12:12 P.M. 
Complainant reported 
receiving a fraudulent check 
within the 700 block of South 
College Drive. 
3.57 P.M. 
Melvin James, 28, of Bowling 
Green, was arrested for 
theft/shoplifting within the 
1000 block of N. Main St. He 
was transported to the Wood 
County Justice Center. 
7:02 P.M. 
A juvenile was arrested on 
a warrant from the Wood 
County Sheriff's Office 
within the 1000 block of 
Klotz Road. The juvenile was 
transported to the Juvenile 
Detention Center. 
11:25 P.M. 
Steven D Delcegno. 19, of 
Bristol. Conn., was cited for 
possession of marijuana, 
drug paraphernalia and 
underage possession of alco- 
hol within the 500 block of 
N. Enterprise St. Christopher 
R. Bradford. 19, of Cincinnati, 
was cited for possession or 
marijuana. 
11:33 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime between 9 p.m. 
and 11 p.m.. an unknown 
person threw a pumpkin into 
the rear window of a vehicle, 
shattering it within the 2000 
block of E. Napoleon Road. 
The damage is estimated at 
$500 
11:34 P.M. 
Christopher James Dixon Jr, 
18, of Englewood, Ohio, was 
cited for drug abuse within 
the 1600 block of E Wooster 
St 
11:34 P.M. 
Allana D. Boone, 20. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for operating a vehicle 
intoxicated and no headlights 
within the 100 block of W. 
Wooster St. 
11:44 P.M. 
Zachary Tyler Tibbs. 18, 
of Mason. Ohio; and Tara 
Elizabeth Powers. 18. of 
Vermilion, Ohio, were cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol within the 300 block 
of N. Prospect St. Joel T. 
Gear. 21; and Aaron David 
Parker. 21, both of Bowling 
Green, were cited for nui- 
sance party. 
SAT., OCT. 27 
12:24A.M. 
Logan Jennings Battershell. 
20. of Bowling Green, was 
cited for underage posses- 
sion of alcohol and open 
container near the Ridge 
Street railroad crossing. 
12:43 A.M. 
Tyler L. Johnston, 20. of 
Grand Rapids, Ohio, was 
cited for public urination 
within the 200 block of N. 
Prospect St. 
12:48 A.M. 
Sydney Rae Leach, 18. of 
Whitehouse, Ohio, was cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol within the 100 block 
of W. Evers Ave. 
1:00 A.M. 
Jami Leigh Almaguer. 18. of 
Weston, Ohio, was cited for 
Back By Popular Demand... Evil Dead The Musical! 
The Valentine's Studio A Theatre, 410 SBffifstreet 
Directed l>u James M. Norman 
b
^he5usiGAt 
This hilarious live stage show combines all the elements of the cult classic 
horror films Evil Dead, Evil Dead 2, and Army of Darkness to make one 
of the craziest theatrical experiences of all time. Five college students 
go to an abandoned cabin in the woods, and accidentally unleash an evil force 
that turns them all into demons. It's all up to Ash (a housewares employee, 
turned demon killing hero), and his trusty chainsaw to save the day. 
Blood flies. Limbs are dismembered. Demons tell jokes... and all is set 
to music. If you liked Bat Boy: The Musical, you'll love Evil Dead! 
Adult language, themes, graphic comedic scenes with lots and lots 
and lots of blood, profanity, body parts and did we mention blood! 
Recommended lor ages 16 and older 
"The next Rock) Horror Show!" - The New York Times 
"It was fantastic! Zombies that sine and dance... 
it doesn't get any better than that!" 
MttWftV   if 
OCT. 26-NOV. 10 WEEKENDS OIML 
Fridays & Saturdays at 7 & 10 p.m. 
LIVE ON STAGE! TICKETS $20 Ask for the splatter zone, if you dare! 
Call the box office for tickets and information 419.242.2787 or visit valentinetheatre.com 
"     =   :: 
underage/under the influ- 
ence of alcohol within the 
1500 block of dough St. 
1:15 A.M. 
Daniel Steven Kunz. 21, of 
Sandusky, Ohio, was cited 
for prohibited acts within the 
100 block of N. Main St. 
1:36 A.M. 
A juvenile was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired, 
no operators license, head- 
lights required at night, 
crossing marked lanes and 
failure to comply with order 
of police near North Main 
Street and East Merry 
Avenue. Jeffrey B. Sweeney 
II, 22, of Bowling Green, was 
cited for open container. 
2:04 A.M. 
Kali E. Schuler. 19. of Bowling 
Green, was cited for operat- 
ing a vehicle impaired and 
crossing marked lanes near 
Haskins Road and Ranch 
Court. Kali E. Bodenbender. 
24, of Liberty Center, Ohio, 
was cited for open container 
impaired. 
2:07 A.M. 
David P. Williams. 23. of 
Waldo. Ohio, was cited for 
open container within the 
100 block of E. Court St. 
2:34 A.M. 
Complainant reported that 
an unknown person broke 
the window of a business 
within the 200 block of S. 
Main St. The estimated 
damage is $200. 
3:13 A.M. 
Spencer A. Clark, 22, of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired 
and crossing marked lanes 
within the 100 block of N. 
Prospect St. He was lodged 
in the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
4:11A.M. 
Justin M. Maag. 22, of 
Pandora, Ohio, was arrested 
for criminal trespass and 
criminal mischief within the 
100 block of S. Grove St. 
He was lodged in the Wood 
County Justice Center. 
5:39 A.M. 
Kristin Marie Sochko, 18. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
underage/under the influ- 
ence of alcohol, obstructing 
official business and resisting 
arrest within the 100 block of 
N. Main St. Torey Salvatore 
Harris, 21, of Bowling Green. 
was arrested for assault and 
possession of drug parapher- 
nalia. They were lodged in 
the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
* 
ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for 
the (omptete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News 
at 419-372-6966 
DELIVERY 
From Paqe 1 
down and wait," Perfetto said. 
"Dorms are the worst to go to." 
Warner said the weekends, 
especially homecoming week- 
end, is when the roads are the 
busiest and delivering can 
become a problem for the res- 
taurant's three drivers. 
"There are some rare excep- 
tions where the delivery is extra 
long," Warner said. "During 
the weekend it can be busy." 
Perfetto said he hasn't 
received any complaints on 
delivery time but it is difficult 
lo deliver at night when the 
addresses are hard to read. 
VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
* Non-smoking 
Buildings Available % 
•1+2BR 
Apartments Available ■ 
* Semester Leases » 
♦ Minutes from BGSU» 
* Pet Friendly Community * 
* Utilities Included • 
» Resonably Priced * 
CALl FOR SPECIALS! 
Located at: ^^^^ 
300 Napoleon Road Ya^r 
In Bowling Green     tSSA 
419-3S2-6335 
"I haven't gotten a complaint 
yet but who complains when 
you're delivering cookies," 
Perfetto said. 
Wonder said he likes to take 
the back streets of Bowling 
Green so the delivery is quick- 
er. He agrees some days like 
homecoming weekend and St. 
Patrick's Day are the busiest. 
"I just turn my music on 
pretty loud so 1 can't hear the 
drunk people," Wonder said. 
As for the money, some driv- 
ers said the tips vary among 
off campus customers and stu- 
dents who live in the dorms. 
"Most people at the dorms 
don't tip," Perfetto said. 
Josh Garcia, a Jimmy John's 
employee, agreed and said 
the tips off campus are bet- 
ter. He doesn't enjoy waiting 
for people to come down from 
upstairs on campus. He said 
it's only hard to deliver when 
the roads are shut off and 
when the order is to the wrong 
dorm or address. 
"Campus doesn't tip," 
Warner said. "Especially fresh- 
man: they don't tip well at all." 
While the drivers enjoy the 
unpredictably of their jobs, 
being able to please the cus- 
tomers is the best part for some. 
"To get from point A to point 
B is my goal," Perfetto said. "If 
the customers are happy, it 
makes us happy." 
DINt IF "iin 1 1 >AK 
MALTED MILS 
Of MLLCWEEk 
MONDAY. OCT    '/.') 
OUTTAKFS: HAUNT FD C-STORES 
TUESDAY. OCT. 30 
FALCON'S NEST SCOOBY DOO & THE GANG 
IN THE HAUNTED CIRCUS CAPER 
THE BLACK SWAMP PUB S, BISTRO: 
HAUNTED GRAVEYARD 
WEDNESDAY, OCI 
THE OAKS: ABANDONED WAREHOUSE 
THURSDAY, NOV t 
CARILLON PLACE: A DEAD HALLOWEEN 
FRIDAY, NOV 2 
KREISCHER SUNDIAL: DIA DE LOS MUERTOS 
HOGS rsfL^sjBra BGSU Q 
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VISITORS and volunteers dressed in period clothing keep warm inside the Fort Meigs museum before departing for the Garrison 
Ghost Walk. 
Fort Meigs tour offers 
spooky stories, history 
By EmOr Gordon 
Reporter 
I listory lovers of all ages par- 
ticipated in a spooky tour of 
Fort Meigs in Perrysburg Friday 
night. 
Volunteers for the Garrison 
Ghost Walk dressed as soldiers 
and civilians from the War of 
1812 and told visitors ghost sto- 
ries by candlelight inside the 
fort's blockhouses. 
Proceeds from the event 
benefitted the Old Northwest 
Military History Association, 
which serves to support edu- 
cational programming at Fort 
Meigs through use of volun- 
teers and purchased historical 
reproductions. 
According to the fort's web- 
site, every summer during his- 
torical reenactments "strange 
lights and sounds, along with 
the appearance of soldiers 
long dead, have been reported 
by staff, volunteers and visit- 
ing participants. These phe- 
nomenal occurrences have 
never been accounted for or 
explained." 
But for Martin Land, trea- 
surer of Old Northwest Military 
History Association, the story- 
telling element of the Garrison 
Ghost Walk is more exciting 
than the possible spirit sight- 
ings. 
"Oral history has been the 
main entertainment mode for 
human beings for thousands 
of years. This (event] is kind of 
going back to that," Land said. 
While Land doesn't believe 
in ghosts, he said "if any place 
deserves to be haunted, Fort 
Meigs certainly qualifies.'' 
Land showed visitors the 
areas outside and inside the fort 
where soldiers are buried 
Most of the graves were left 
intentionally unmarked so 
they could not be desecrated 
when the military moved out of 
the area after the war, he said. 
In all. five ghost stories, rang- 
ing from vengeful spirits of sol- 
diers to cursed muskets, were 
told. 
Visitors Candice Kline, from 
Maumee, and her family friend 
Jessica lames, from London, 
England said the ghost stories 
were fun, but the atmosphere 
was the most intriguing ele- 
ment of the event. 
"You could see the beauty 
of the construction of the fort," 
lames said. "You got a real feel 
for how it might have been like 
to be here with the low lighting 
and the moonlight." 
Rick Finch, director of Fort 
Meigs who served as a tour 
guide during the walk, said the 
clear, dark night is exactly what 
makes the Garrison Ghost 
Walk a great reason to visit the 
fort. 
"It's a unique opportunity to 
see the fort at night. It's a com- 
pletely different experience 
than coming out during the 
day," he said. 
Finch said the Garrison 
Ghost Walk also helps a lot of 
visitors have fun with history. 
"I like this program because 
it's what I consider kind of an 
entry level event." Finch said. 
"It gets people in who may not 
think that they like history, but 
they'll come out to the ghost 
walk and have a fun time doing 
that and then we get them to 
return for other special events." 
Finch said he believes the 
ghost stories arc the most cre- 
ative aspect of the walk for staff 
and volunteers. 
"They're all made up, but 
there is a kernel of historical 
tmth in every single one of 
them. I'm always impressed 
every year with the stories our 
staff and volunteers come up 
with." 
MINECRAFT 
From Page 1 
I HI it,in,i said. 
"Next month, I'm going 
into an internet pop culture 
class to explain Minecraft," 
Bailey said. 
Minecraft is a very popular 
online game, he said. 
For his student methodol- 
ogy project freshman Michael 
Reasoner used Minecraft to rec- 
reate buildings from campus. 
"For the project, we had to 
come up with a question and 
my question was'What would 
life look like in Minecraft?" 
Reasoner said. 
Video games should be 
considered art, he said. 
This past semester a student 
recreated a level of Angry Birds 
in Minecraft, I'ontana said. 
People make all sorts of 
crazy things in Minecraft, 
Reasoner said. 
"It takes time and talent to 
do that; you can't just walk 
up to a pottery wheel and 
make something perfect," 
Reasoner said. 
TOBACCO 
From Page 1 
Twenty-two percent of stu- 
dents at the University use 
cigarettes, according to the 
American College 1 lealth 
Association's National College 
Health Assessment data report 
in Fall 2010. 
"Certainly there's more 
tobacco use than we'd like to 
see," Yingling said. 
Departments at the 
University have also done 
surveys of the students. Eric 
Teske, staff assistant in the 
department of Recreation 
and Wellness, surveyed 691 
graduate and undergraduate 
students in a variety of depart- 
ments and majors. 
Forty-three percent believe 
campus should be smoke-free 
and 21.1 percent are frequent- 
ly bothered by smoke at the 
University, according to the sur- 
vey, which was done in ApriL 
Yingling and Teske plan to 
survey faculty and staff next. 
"We try to make sure we're 
getting an accurate portrayal 
of what students want and 
what faculty and staff want" 
Yingling said. 
The positives of a tobacco- 
free policy would include pro- 
tecting the air people breathe, 
reducing secondhand smoke 
and improving people's long 
term and short term health. 
Yingling said. 
Carr said the positives 
concerning health are obvi- 
ous, but the way students feel 
about the possible policy may 
not be as simple. 
DO YOU WANT A 
TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS? 
'Poll of 107 people pulled 
from BGNews.com. 
2* 
NO 
"I think we're all aware of the 
health related issue of a per- 
son who makes the decision to 
smoke," Carr said. "The cons 
are that a smoker may feel that 
they're losing some personal 
right on campus." 
There is an emphasis on 
health and wellness at the 
University, Mazey said 
"Having a no smoking pol- 
icy really supports that health 
and wellness focus of our cam- 
pus," Mazey said. 
Yingling said if a policy were 
to go into place, the University 
would offer programs to help 
people quit 
"We'd work hand in hand 
with the counseling center and 
the Student Health Service to 
make that happen.'' she said. 
"Certainly we want to provide 
those resources for those who 
want to quit." 
There are typically a fair 
amount of smokers who are 
already trying to quit, and 
since it's a long process, Teske 
said he hopes the policy 
would be helpful. 
"Hopefully it will be extra 
motivation for them with 
University support, hopefully 
they will and be able to get 
some kind of help," he sakl. 
There is currently an alco- 
hol and other drug specialist 
at the University with whom 
students can meet for free to 
discuss addiction Teske said. 
Mazey said she hopes the 
decision to be tobacco free or to 
stay with the current policy will 
be made this academic year. 
USG recently had a meeting 
about the possibility of a tobac- 
co-free campus, Solis said 
there were mixed opinions. 
"I think it's going to be a 
tough process if the University 
chooses to go with this initia- 
tive," Solis said. 
Once the constituent 
groups have submitted their 
decisions, depending on the 
decision a committee will be 
formed to draft a policy, Carr 
said Carr will chair the com- 
mittee, which will include two 
members from each constitu- 
ent group, she said. 
Submit an application to FALCON HATCHERY! 
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r CUPLt ON   THE STREET  Do you want a smoke-free campus? 
"I wouldn't 
mind it." 
"Stricter areas 
for smoking." 
CHRISTINE WRIGHT 
Freshman. 
Architecture 
ALEXPOELLNITZ 
Freshman, 
Business 
"I would. I 
hate smoke.' 
TYLER TOWNS 
Senior, 
Tourism, Leisure, Event Planning 
BEN LIMING 
Sophomore, 
Supply Chain Management 
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Have your own take on 
todays People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS 
FALCON SCREECH 
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH? 
FALCON SCREE  I -  I A [ADDITION TO 
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD 
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN 
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT rPFALCONSCREECH OR 
WITH#FALCONSCREECH. 
You can rent racquetball rackets, but you have to BUY the 
balls! What?! 
SBALLSTOTHEWALL 
I feel bad for professors who use YouTube. a lot in class. This 
election year, it has been SO bad Professors bad up their videos 
and then have to sit and listen to 30 seconds of campaign crap 
Keep the ads out of the classroom and off our social media! 
-AGGRAVATING ADS 
You all get one more chance, one more shot to bring dignity to 
Halloween. Hopefully the slutty outfit stage has passed and we 
can move onto more creative costumes this Wednesday. Be 
original Be creative. Be different Don't follow the stereotypical 
norms of our favorite Pagan holiday 
-SCARY NOT SKANKY 
Don't you just love it when people can tweet but they cannot 
text you back? It's like I can see that you updated your status via 
mobile device. A simple "OK" or "Give me a second" will suffice 
Dont ignore my message to post something stupid. 
-HITME BACK 
OK you're gonna sit in front of the community computers while 
on your laptop? Cool. Actually, no it's not cool Stop loung- 
ing around. People got stuff to do If you want to nap, hit the 
couches Move your butt so I can sign up for classes! 
- AINT GOT TIME FOR THAT 
Why do our favorite downtown dubs and bars like to mess up 
our weekend schedules by charging us full-price admission? I 
meaa if you announced it surely I wouldn't be so upset But no. 
We were rudely awakened with a pricey cover charge 111 just 
take my dancing elsewhere! 
-POOR PATRON 
Guys, settle down. It's an intro dass A five-page essay isn't a 
problem to us college kids What did you think was going to 
happen when you went off to college? Not only do you have to 
learn your subject matter, but you have to learn time manage- 
ment Get over yourself and get to the library. Take a minute 
away from your social life and focus on school 
-FRESHMEN FURY 
Give dignity to troops, 
bring them home 
I am writing to express my 
anger and frustration about the 
brave U.S. troops that continue 
to be forced into harm's way for 
absolutely no good reason. 
I am 53-years old and I 
clearly remember the very 
many protests during the 
Vietnam War. There were liter- 
ally millions of people that had 
grown to detest the slaughter 
of humans onbothsidesof this 
war. I am not angry at the US 
troops that fought in this war, 
but then, as now, 1 am angry 
and frustrated by the ignorance 
that pervades Washington D.C, 
to continue, yet again to put 
US troops in harm's way for 
absolutely nothing. 
The Vietnam War was fought 
to keep South Vietnam free 
from communism Here, again, 
US troops were called upon to 
shoulder the over-whelming 
danger of doing the fighting 
and dying. My memory is 
that the Vietnam troops may 
as wcD have not even existed 
After years and years of bloody 
loss, communists took South 
Vietnam anyway. 
Again, what good was 
accomplished by so much 
loss by U.S. troops and their 
families? 
Now we have the asi- 
nine quagmire of Iraq and 
Afghanistan. The government 
of Afghanistan, if you can call 
it that, has even asked the US. 
to leave. 
Why, in the name of human- 
ity, can't our government see 
how insulting these ungrate- 
ful warring people are to U.S. 
troops and our country? 
The friendly" killing of US. 
troops answers this question 
Respond to Vm Bledsoe at 
UsalIusnce@aol.com 
Revive local music scene with originality 
"Their music was nowhere near perfect. In 
fact, it was perfectly imperfect.... Those 
miscuse are what make this so special to me." 
STEPHAN REED 
FORUM EDITOR 
Much like the early 90s 
grunge scene in Seattle, 
Washington, the current 
music scene has been 
destroyed by a few bands 
that made it big and the 
mainstream market. 
In 2006, Ohio was a 
Mecca for local music. 
Everywhere you turned, 
there were bands coming 
out with new singles and 
pushing their newest mer- 
chandise. Band stickers 
and flyers for local shows 
were plastered on any 
open space and, as a young 
musician myself, this was 
exhilarating. I mean, just 
walk into Howard's Club H 
and you can bear witness 
to years of music history. 
For many young bands, 
"making it" and getting 
signed were dreams that 
rested in the back of our 
minds, but what really 
mattered was practicing 
and playing live, in front 
of family, friends and com- 
plete strangers. 
I can tell you, firsthand, 
that there was nothing 
more exciting than look- 
ing out into the crowd and 
seeing people moshing 
and dancing to your heavi- 
est breakdowns or the glow 
in the eyes of the females 
in the front row as they 
looked up during the clean 
choruses. I'm getting chills 
just by recalling it. 
Bands took whatev- 
er measures they could 
to record their songs. 
Whether it was through the 
use of pirated music soft- 
ware, a grassroots record 
producer (Swordfish 
Studios in Findlay, 
Slaughterdog Records in 
Lima, etc.) or just a hand- 
me-down 8-track record- 
ing device, bands were 
adamant about publishing 
their own music. 
Bands would record any- 
where and do just about 
anything to get their music 
into a reasonable sounding 
format and then onto their 
Myspace music player. 
Their music was nowhere 
near perfect. In fact, it 
was perfectly imperfect. 
Listening back, one can 
hear  missed   notes,   off- 
time bass drum hits and 
poor leveling. But those lit- 
tle miscues are what make 
this so special to me. 
It was more about the 
message and the experi- 
ence than the money-hun- 
gry attitude that consumes 
today's music industry. 
However, bands began 
cutting their hair, spend- 
ing thousands of dollars on 
recording and acting like 
complete snobs. 
The Internet was always 
a mainstream outlet for 
pushing shows and your 
music,    but    it    quickly 
See REED | Page 5 
US, Israeli relations are 
important, 
relevent today 
jk USSIE SULLIVAN 
COLUMNIST 
One thing I did not know 
before 1 attended retired 
Ambassador Yoram Ettinger's 
presentation was how closely 
bonded America is to Israel. 
That was one thing that 
never crossed my mind 
until this past Thursday 
night when the Ambassador 
explained the relations (and 
why they're important) 
between the two countries. 
But what I did know 
about Israel is the conflicts 
between Israel and Pakistan 
since the creation of both 
countries in 1948. 
In the short time period 
between now and 1948, wars 
have been fought, territories 
have been taken and the cli- 
mate between the two coun- 
tries is not a safe one, both 
waiting for a reason to attack 
each other. 
What about the U.S. and 
Israel and the relations 
between the two? How are 
those two countries tied 
together? 
The ties between Israel 
and the US have been strong 
since the birth of Israel in 
1948 and have remained 
strong in the military, eco- 
nomic, technologic and inter- 
est fields, showing how the 
relations between the two 
countries are closely inter- 
twined. But that was not how 
See SULLIVAN | Page 5 
Reclaim your words, 
bring equality to 
vocabulary 
In "Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone," Albus 
Dumbledore says, "Fear of 
a name increases the fear 
of the thing itself." 
Here, Dumbledore is 
speaking to the power of 
words and naming. 
Like all forms of power, 
the power of naming can 
be used constructively 
or detrimentally. Words 
allow us to understand 
and contextualize the 
world around us, but also 
have the potential to harm 
and oppress. I think there 
is   no   clearer   example 
of the damaging use of 
words than those terms 
used to subjugate minor- 
ity communities. 
Take the commonly 
used phrase "that's so gay" 
for instance. The point of 
the sentence is that some- 
thing is stupid, obnox- 
ious, a waste of time, etc. 
but the descriptor "gay," 
implies that being gay is 
also stupid, obnoxious, a 
waste of time, etc. 
This alteration of defini- 
tion of the term gay from 
same-sex attraction to a 
negative suggests being 
gay is also a negative. 
As someone who is gay, 
I face the degradation of a 
marker of my identity on 
SeeSHUPE|PageS 
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REED 
From Page 4 
turned into a cesspool of 
shameless plugs and "You 
can only listen to this 
band if you 'Like' it first" 
messages. 
In this way, MySpace. 
com trumped Facebook. 
Myspace was a purveyor 
of music; the guy who 
would let you play at his 
church or record your EP 
for free. Facebook is just 
that slimy guy who col- 
lects the money at the door 
and cuts your playing time 
in half. 
After bands like The 
Devil Wears Prada, Before 
Their F.yes, Bring Me The 
Horizon and A Day To 
Remember started gain- 
ing speed, other bands 
Inched their originality 
to sound like the bands 
that were making money. 
They started over-produc- 
ing their records, tuning 
to ridiculously low tunings 
and mixing their bass gui- 
tars out of any song. 
Now, we are living in 
2012, a time where local 
shows are an endangered 
species. It's more profit- 
able to record an album 
and push it online than it 
is to go out and play the 
music that you wrote from 
your heart. The emotion 
has been sucked out of the 
local music scene. 
Even though the good 
ole days are gone, I can 
still be proud to say that 
I was out there living 
each day. 
I can still recall the feel- 
ing of walking onstage 
hundreds of miles away 
from home. I can still 
remember meeting hun- 
dreds of new people. I can 
still reminisce on a time 
where music was full of 
heart. 
As lame as it may sound, 
I can't wait to look at the 
younger generations and 
tell them my stories: "Back 
in my day, music was real." 
Respond to Stephan at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
CillingAII 
Columnists! 
Looking to voice your 
unique opinion weekly? 
If so, send us 
an email at 
thenews@ 
bgnews.com 
And well see if 
YOU have what it 
takes. 
SULLIVAN 
From Page 4 
Ambassador Ettinger started 
off his presentation. 
After being introduced, 
Ambassador Ettinger began 
explaining the most sig- 
nificant tie between the OS 
and Israel by using a quote 
from Senator Tom Harkin 
about leaders in the Bible 
and how simple relations 
tied Americans to Israelis, 
along with the presence of 
biblical leaders throughout 
America's capitol. 
Ambassador Ettinger 
also spoke about the points 
of tension throughout the 
world and how that does 
not apply to the relationship 
between the two countries 
that started with the Zionist 
movement in the early 20"' 
century (Zionism being a 
form of nationalism of the 
lewish culture that supports 
a nation state of lewish origin 
in IsraeD- 
By being mutually inter- 
ested in the same ventures, 
American companies, such 
as Intel and Microsoft, have 
established research centers 
in Israel. 
Along with the technol- 
ogy that is now in Israel, 
American military airplanes 
are being made by Israelis 
while Americans test the 
planes, along with other mili- 
tary weaponry. 
Along with technology 
development in different 
ways, Israel and the US sup- 
port each other by being close 
allies in the Middle East. 
When it's impossible for the 
US to interact with conflicts 
in the Middle East, Israel does 
the work themselves with 
the support of the US behind 
them. Israel helps the US out 
by giving them intelligence 
information. 
When the Arab Spring hap- 
pened, the US found their 
strategic hand growing short- 
er and shorter while the pow- 
ers in China and Russia grew 
in the Middle East. 
No longer can the US rely 
on Egypt as an ally with the 
growing anti-Americanism 
throughout the Middle East 
that could prevent the stra- 
tegic hand becoming even 
shorter. 
The only country that is 
willing to work with the US 
now is Israel, and their bond 
isn't just support when it 
comes to defense and 
war, but also non-military 
issues, such as economics 
and technology. 
In a time of great need, the 
US knows that at least one 
country has its back, espe- 
cially in a hot /.one like the 
Middle East. 
Not once before had I con- 
sidered a possible ally to the 
US in the Middle East after 
watching the first round of 
the Arab Spring and then the 
newest round of protests, ter- 
rorist attacks and the grow- 
ing anti-Americanism that is 
happening. 
Respond to Cassie at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
SHUPE 
From Page 4 
nearly a daily basis. 
I hear the associations 
between whom I love 
and how I feel likened to 
ineptitude, inferiority and 
insignificance. Frankly. 
I'm tired of it. 
So, here lies the ques- 
tion: what can we do? 
The answer is simple: we 
reclaim our words. 
Thinking back to an 
episode of The View, the 
hosts were discussing the 
use of the racial pejorative 
colloquially referred to as 
the n-word. 
Elisabeth Hasselbeck 
was arguing that the word 
should never be used 
as it harkened back to a 
time of racial injustice 
and inequality to which 
her co-host, Whoopi 
Goldberg, responded that 
she had the right to use it 
and that she could even 
use it "affectionately." 
Goldberg's assertion 
that she, as a person of 
color, has the right to 
use and adapt the def- 
inition  of a  term  that 
Early 
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once was used as a tool 
of oppression. 
We live in a system 
that seeks to maintain 
inequality and sweeps 
the fact that discrimina- 
tion has occurred under 
the rug, and when ter- 
minology that belongs in 
the mouths of bigots is 
cast in a positive light, 
people are made to feel 
uncomfortable. 
This discomfort 
invites the chance for an 
understanding of one's 
own part in the per- 
petuation of oppression 
which can ultimately 
lead to ending it. 
I think the most suc- 
cessful campaign in the 
redefinition of hateful 
terminology has been the 
alteration of the definition 
of queer. 
Once conceived as a 
derogatory expression 
toward effeminate gay 
men engaging in sexu- 
ally deviant' behavior, 
the term was reappropri- 
ated in the early 1990s by 
the LGBT community as 
an umbrella term encom- 
passing all individuals 
who fall outside of the het- 
eronormative culture. 
The readoption of 
"queer" has allowed a mar- 
ginalized community to 
move beyond a time when 
they were condemned and 
mark themselves as out- 
side the dominant culture 
that denounced them. 
Though the accomplish- 
ments, with the redefini- 
tion of expressions such 
as "queer", is a huge stride 
in altering how margin- 
alized groups are viewed, 
these terms, when used by 
one outside of their reach 
of power, can still harm. 
For example, in occupy- 
ing the racial category of 
white, I have never expe- 
rienced the effect of being 
discriminated against for 
my race; I also, as a cis- 
gender male, have never 
faced repercussions for my 
gender identity or expres- 
sion as members of the 
trans-community have. 
Because I am unaware 
of the effect certain pejo- 
ratives against these com- 
munities have on one's 
self, I consciously choose 
not to use them. 
Though I don't use 
these words, some still do 
and because they are used 
by "outsiders" who lack 
an intimate understand- 
ing of the power behind 
the word, oftentimes 
they continue to express 
prejudiced notions. In 
my opinion, only those 
who understand on a per- 
sonal level the effects of 
an oppressive word as a 
negative have the right to 
use it. 
William Shakespeare 
wrote, "What's in a 
name?" and the answer 
is power. The use of lan- 
guage allows us to under- 
stand the world in which 
we live, but the misuse of 
words can be incredibly 
harmful. 
Depreciatory terms can 
be wielded as weapons 
to suppress and reduce a 
person's sense of being. 
If you don't know how 
a word feels when used 
against you, then you 
should not use it. 
The abuse of power in 
all forms is dangerous, so 
think before you speak. 
Respond to Kyle at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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"...Then I saw the ball on the ground and went 'oh my gosh.' I ran to go get it and made sure I picked it up. It was just 
locked to my chest and I wasn't going to let it go. Then I just had to run as fast and hard as I could to the endzone." 
Chris Jones I Defensive Tackle 
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"I went in go get the quarterback arid I missed, bull sawGabe- 
IMartinl hit him antl thought 'Yeah, go Gabe.' Then I saw the 
hall on the gnnind ami went Oh my gosh.' I ran to go get it and 
made sure I picked it up.   It was just locked to ira chest and I 
w asn't going to let it go. Then 1 just had to t tin as fast and I tai das 
I doanv- 
tlungekeUH not- 
Bowh: nth in points 
ist: a testament to the woik of tl I he offense 
that has struggled for 1.11 nnked95thin points for 
"Offensively, il wasn't pretty, bu' 
aid Head Coach Davet la. ut-scotcdihe other 
team. We had a great play in the double pass and a nice run bv 
lAndn 
I he double pass was designed to look like a screen play from 
quarterback Matt Schilz to running hack Ionian llopgood. 
llopgood then exercised his option to throw the ball into the 
wind to a wide open Shawl loplin. loplin completed the 5:( 
yard play untouched as he jogged into the end /one   I In pla\ 
inder 
Will 
nursiii 
running hack )ohn 
B running corps of Andre Givens and f ith 136 
• atMlalotigo id would add 61 yards wit ha long 
i touchdown. 
t Ki't shallowed by a potentially devastating injury, the run- 
ning game carried the majority ol the offense especially late 
In the game H.S the team ran out the clock. Chens went down 
in the third quarter and. after being attended to lot OVBJ 10 
minutes, was put on a stretcher and driven off the held In an 
ambulance. I Ipdates came through the game that it was a pre 
cautinnaiv decision and that Civciis was able lo move his arms 
and was conscious the entire time 
Scrub: iinishedtliegamc with #< yards passing while, up tint il 
the second half, was trailing I lopgood's 53 yards. I lopgood got 
the only passing touchdown of the game. 
Coming into the game tied for 119th in the nation in field 
goal percentage, the special teams added three points to 
score Kickei IsTephan Stein missed a 38 yard attempt with the 
wind, while kickei 1 vlei I ate made a 2(1 yard field goal against 
the wind. 
The win mows lit; into a second place lie in the MAC Fast 
as No. 24 Ohio lost to Miami. The falcons trail Kent Stale 
who remains unbeaten in conference and who defeated No. 
IS Rutgers Saturday iw; is now one of st* teams m the MAC Co 
be bowl eligible, and will travel to Ohio in nine days to plav the 
Bobcats. Altei that the Falcons wiM host Kent Slate on Nov. 17. 
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ROBERT SHEA, defensemen. eyes up a pass during the Falcons' game with Ohio State BG lost one game but won the other in a shootout 
Hockey splits with Buckeyes 
ByRy*nSatkowial< 
Senior Reporter 
It was once again a tale of two com- 
pletely different games for the BG 
hockey team this past weekend 
against Ohio State. 
The team came out flat Friday in 
a 1-0 loss lo the Buckeyes, only to 
respond Saturday night with a dra- 
matic, comc-from-behind 1 :i shoot- 
out victory. 
The home crowd was given its first 
glimpse of what life without Andrew 
Hammond in net would be like. The 
senior goahender missed both games 
as he continues rehab for his injured 
elbow. 
Freshman Tommy Burke start- 
ed both games at goalie and per- 
formed admirably, particularly 
in Friday's loss. 
However, things nearly got out to a 
catastrophic start. Ohio State won the 
opening faceoff, with Ryan Dzingel 
immediately taking the puck for- 
ward, splitting an evidently stunned 
defensive pairing of Bobby Shea and 
Connor Kucera. 
He skated in on Burke and shot the 
puck between Burkes blocker arm 
and body. The referee lost sight of the 
puck and blew the whistle, just as the 
puck was trickling into the net. As the 
Buckeyes celebrated, he emphatically 
waved the gtial off. 
"It's pretty simple: that was a goal" 
said Ohio State Coach Mark Osiecki. 
" |The referee] apologized about it. We 
were asking about it after the first 
period, but I know the rule. He lost 
sight of the puck. We all make mis- 
takes; it is what it is." 
BG Coach Chris Bergeron agreed 
that the Falcons caught a break on 
the call, but more-so focused on the 
sequence that led up to it, saying that 
Shea and Kucera were "not paying 
attention." 
"To be honest... I was in shock of 
what was going on," Burke said. "It 
was a smart play by them." 
Faceoffs were once again the kryp- 
tonite for BG in this game. While BG 
held a 29-28 edge in the circle, the 
Falcons allow their only goal of the 
game immediately off a faceoff. 
Just over eight minutes into the first 
period, the teams lined up for a draw 
in the BG zone to Burkes right. There 
See HOCKEY | Page 8 
ens Soccer wins two 
games on road trip 
Falcons defeat Florida Atlantic, Michigan 
By Akx Kr*mpuky 
Reporter 
The Falcons finished up their 
two final road games with 2-0 
wins against Michigan and Mid- 
American Conference opponents 
Florida Atlantic. 
BG traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich, 
on Tuesday and defeated l he 
Wolverines 2-0. The win marks 
the second straight year thai the 
Falcons have defeated Michigan. 
The match was tied at halftime 
with a low number of shots from 
each learn (BG-5, UM-6). However, 
after halftime, both teams went full 
throttle on offense. Michigan had a 
total of 22 shols during the match 
and BG had 10. 
The Falcons' first goal came from 
junior Anthony Grant right after 
the start of the second half in the 
46th minute. The goal was scored 
by sophomore Danny Baraldi and 
junior Zach Schewee. 
The second goal was scored only 
three minutes later by freshman 
Ryan James and assisted by Baraldi 
and junior Ryan SnashalL 
Junior goalkeeper recorded five 
saves against the Wolverines and 
helped the Falcons boost their 
record to 6-7-3 on the season. 
After Tuesday's win, the Falcons 
traveled to Boca Raton, Fla. to take 
on MAC foe Florida Atlantic. 
The game was originally sched- 
uled for Friday night, but was 
moved lo Saturday morning due to 
Hurricane Sandy. After the intensity 
of the hurricane died down when 
it reached Florida, the game was 
rescheduled again on Friday night. 
The Falcons were not affected by 
the extremely windy weather and 
defeated the Florida Atlantic Owls2-0. 
The Falcons' first goal was scored 
by Grant in the 12th minute and 
assisted by Baraldi With this goal, 
Grant now has eight goals on the 
season and is currently the team 
leader in the same category. 
BG's second goal came from 
Baraldi in the 24th minute and was 
assisted by Grant. 
Head Coach Eric Nichols was 
pleased with his team's performance 
despite the extreme conditions. 
"There were significant, sus- 
tained winds blowing toward one 
goal for the entire 90 minutes." 
Nichols said. "We had the wind 
with us in the first half, they had it 
in the second half and it definitely 
affected the game. Neither team 
had a shot on goal against the wind 
tonight." 
The Falcons return home this 
week for their last two matches of 
the regular season The first match 
is against Wright State and is slated 
for a 7 pan. start on Tuesday. 
BG will then host MAC opponent 
West Virgil ia on Saturday at 7 p JTL 
in the regular season finale. 
f. 
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CODY WILSON, runs with the ball as he manhandles a Cincinatti player to prevent being tackled Rugby remains undefeated as they defeated the Beaicats Saturday 
Rugby team remains undefeated 
ByNkhoUiV.nd.rpool 
Reporter 
The Falcon rugby team 
remains undefeated after 
beating Cincinnati and Ohio 
over the weekend. 
BG defeated Cincinnati on 
Saturday with a score of 52-0. 
The game wasn't as easy as 
the outcome portrayed. 
The Bearcats expected the 
Falcons to play smash-mouth 
rugby. BG had to adjust and 
play a finesse style instead. 
"UC was very tough in 
the rucks and in the tack- 
les, so swinging the ball out 
wide was very effective," 
said  lock  Alex  Garnaut. 
"Our passing and offloads 
were very helpful." 
Wing Nolan Cavano and 
eight man Bryan Kean each 
had a try. Wing Ryan Koenig 
had two tries with prop Dane 
Szente converting on three 
conversions to make the 
score 26-0 at halftime. 
In the second half, center 
Dominic Mauer had three 
tries of his own and lock Mike 
Treon also got on the board 
with a solo try. 
After the win on Saturday, 
the Falcons had to return 
home to host the Ohio 
Bobcats the next day. The 
weather was thought to be 
a big factor going into the 
day, but BG came away with 
a 58-7 win despite the wind 
and freezing temperatures. 
The win gives the Falcons 
their 31st Mid-American 
Conference championship 
in a row regardless of the 
outcome in the team's final 
game next weekend. 
It didn't take long for BG to 
make a mark on the score- 
board. Cavano scored a try in 
less than two minutes from 
the opening whistle. 
The Bobcats seemed shell 
shocked by the ferocity and 
aggressiveness of the Falcons 
attack as they steadily gave 
up tries despite having the 
wind advantage. 
BG controlled the game 
offensively and used the 
clock efficiently. It would be 
a full 30 minutes into the first 
half before Ohio would run 
their first offensive series. 
Treon had his best day 
of his Falcon career, as he 
scored three tries in the first 
half. Kean, Koenig and Mauer 
joined Treon in the endzone 
in the first half. 
The Bobcats managed to 
score a try and conversion in 
the second half, but it was the 
Falcons the rest of the way. 
BG is now 7-0 in league 
play and will travel to 
Miami on Saturday to fin- 
ish the season. 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
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Create and solve your 
SudolH, puzzles for FREE. 
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Volleyball struggles, finds second conference loss against Ohio 
By Max Householder 
Reporter 
The struggles for the BG vol- 
leyball team finally caught 
up to it against Ohio as they 
were swept by the Bobcats in 
three sets. After putting up an 
impressive defensive showing 
against Kent State on Friday, 
the Falcons struggled to con- 
tain a strong offensive team 
in Ohio. 
In the game, BG allowed the 
Bobcats led by Kelly Lamberti 
and her 11 kills to hit .254 for 
the match, which was the most 
it had given up to an opponent 
in MAC play. 
"We knew what was on the 
line coming into this match 
and that Ohio would beatough 
team to beat," BGSU Head 
Coach Danijela Tomic said. 
"We needed all of our players 
to play up to their potential in 
order to win. Obviously, that 
Volleyball MAC Standings (Conf. 
OHIO 11-1 W.MICHIGAN 
BG 10-2 N. ILLINOIS 
AKRON 7-5 C. MICHIGAN 
MIAMI 4-8 BALL STATE 
KENT STATE 3-9 E. MICHIGAN 
BUFFALO 2-10 TOLEDO 
didn't happen and the better 
team won tonight.'' 
BG has played some close 
matches recently and is 
almost lucky to still be 10-2 
in conference. In fact, five of 
their last eight have gone to 
five sets including their game 
on Friday night where they got 
by Kent State. 
"We are playing to just get 
by right now," Outside hitter 
Paige Penrod said. "If we can 
9-3 
7-5 
6-6 
6-6 
5-7 
2-10 
"We will learn 
from this loss and 
bounce back." 
Danijela Tomic | Head Coach 
get back to the determina- 
tion we had earlier in the sea- 
son, we can show people we 
deserve to be where we are." 
Penrod  struggled  in the 
game as despite her 10 kills she 
only had a .068 attack percent- 
age and seven attack errors. 
Leading the way for the 
Falcons on offense was right 
side hitter Danielle Tonyan, 
who led the team with 13 kills 
and a .343 attack percentage. 
Although the defense strug- 
gled as a whole, they did have 
seven blocks compared to just 
four from Ohio. 
"We will get back in the 
gym on Monday and con- 
tinue working on things that 
we need to improve," Tomic 
said. "We still have four more 
matches to play and then 
the MAC Tournament. We 
will learn from this loss and 
bounce back." 
BG will finish up its home 
schedule this upcoming week- 
end when they play Buffalo on 
Friday and then close out with 
Akron on Saturday. 
Your Undergraduate Student Government 
LA all about University Involvement 
Romney Ryan 
•2012* 
As a local business person 
I worry you as students won't 
have a job when you graduate. 
Young conservatives it is 
time to get involved. 
You can make a difference by 
volunteering at our victory center 
at 111 South Main Street, 
Bowling Green. 
Volunteering by going door to door 
or making calls in the call center. 
It Is time for the young people to 
stand up and get involved! 
CONTACT OUR LEADER 
KRISTI KENNELLY 
614-657-9210 
Romney Ryan Victory Center 
111 South Main Street 
kkennelly@ohiovictory.org 
'M &^ I 
Have a concern related to the University? 
Contact any USG members who 
serve on these University Committees 
to get the answers you need! 
-STANDING   COMMITTEES- 
CLUB CP 
^T HAPPENS AT CP. STAYS Al 
'^w'aaaaaaaaaaaaaV'1^^ . 
• ^^^^^r^r^^>- 
• Fridav. t Vtnlx- , Oc ober 2b 
_  -w i|>t • -Ji I- \i ill: 
Mi 
i  e' Foi one wipe more, you can enjoy another Premium Meal1 
BGSUA UININGOO 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Kallie Durkit 
kdurkit@fatcon.bgsu.edu 
ADMISSIONS ADVISORY 
Tyler Appt 
tappt@falcon.bgsu.edu 
ATHLETICS 
Brian Kochheiser 
briantk@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Kayela Wilson 
kmwilso@falcon.bgsu.edu 
BG PERSPECTIVE 
Kallie Durkit 
kdurkit@falcon.bgsu.edu 
BOOKSTORE ADVISORY 
Nicole Neely 
nneely@falcon.bgsu.edu 
COMMITTEE ON 
COMMITTEES 
Sean Holbrook 
holbros@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Lance Foster 
lancemf@falcon.bgsu.edu 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
COMPLIANCE 
Eric luzkiw 
ejuzkiw@fatcon.bgsu 
FISCAL AFFAIRS ADVISORY 
David Neely 
dneely@fatcon.bgsu.edu 
HEALTH SERVICE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Kyle A- St. Peter 
kstpete@falcon.bgsu.edu 
lordan Sanderson 
jmsande@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Cassie Berry 
berryc@falcon.bgsu.edu 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
T) Supinger 
tjsupin@falcon.bgsu.edu 
ICE ARENA ADVISORY 
Brian Kochheiser 
briantk@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Kayela Wilson 
kmwilso@falcon.bgsu.edu 
lordan Dettrow 
jdettero@falcon.bgsu.edu 
INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
Brianna Sosa 
bsosa@falcon.bgsu.edu 
LIBRARY ADVISORY 
Katie Post 
kpost@talcon.bgsu.edu 
Tyler Appt 
tappt@falcon.bgsu.edu 
PARKING 
Katie Post 
kpost@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Ionian Sanderson 
jmsande@falcon.bgsu.edu 
USG 
u working, for yo 
PRESIDENT'S PANEL 
Alex Solis 
asolis@falcon.bgsu.edu 
David Neely 
dneelyflfalcon.bgsu.edu 
PROFESSIONAL AFFAIRS 
I.ii ed Pokorny 
jpokorn0falcon.bgsu.edu 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
T| Supinger 
tjsupin@falcon.bgsu.edu 
PUBLICATIONS 
MicheleWysocki 
mwysock@falcon.bgsu.edu 
SENATE EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 
Alex Solis 
asolis@falcon.bgsu.edu 
STUDENT UNION ADVISORY 
John Clevenger 
|ohnc@falcon.bgsu.edu 
STUDENT LEGAL 
SERVICES ADVISORY 
Kallie Durkit 
kdurkit@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Sean Holbrook- holbros@ 
falcon.bgsu.edu 
TEACHING AND 
LEARNING ADVISORY 
Melissa Dzienny 
mdzienn@falcon.bgsu.edu 
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Jones'n for more 
4& • 
-.- i! fiv   ,"' r 
lllllllllllllllllllllll 
...Then I saw the ball on the ground and went oh my gosh.' I ran to go get it and made sure I picked it up. It was just 
locked to my chest and I wasn't going to let it go. Then I just had to run as fast and hard as I could to the endzone." 
Chris Jones I Defensive Tackle 
jnsive game gives Jones iirst career touchdown, first place n 
By Ethin Earterwood 
lor llii' lirsi (inn1 since iowl i ligible, 
ami for the firs! time siru e2O01.1 he team I 
in ,i low. 
I lie falcons defeated!I ■ >n a 
defensive mustorpii louch- 
downsinthepasl hvi (jamesandayoinlhepasl two. In all six 
olthelalcoi ihe team hasn't allo haw 13 
points per game. 
Saturday was no different. A designed bliuplay was call 
linebacker Gabe Martin came around the Outside of the line to 
s,u I, the quarterback. Martin luw ed the ball out "i his hands 
just before he hit the ground, crediting him with the sack and 
forced fumble Tackle (!hri« (ones then picked ii up and n 
i he touchdown, tlii'tirstol his career. 
"I w is excited lot .ill of it," Martin said. "Exi ited just to be 
out there, making plays with my teammates making plays and 
when everyone does their job, good things happen and we saw 
that in that play.' 
Martin finished the gams with an Interception, a forced 
tumble, 2 i sacks and seven tackles, 
'That whole play, 1 ran just see ii We bad .i movemenl and a 
Nit/.. I went outside and the tackle djdn'l block me." tones said. 
I went to go get the quarterback and I missed, but 1 saw Gabe. 
Martini hit him and thought 'Yeah, go Gabe.'  I hen I saw the 
hall on i he ground and went 'Oh my gosh.' Irantogogefitand 
made sure I picked it up.  Il was just locked 10 niv rhesi and I 
wasn't goingiolet it go. fhenljust had to run as fast and hard as 
I to the endzo 
the nation II 
school hi 
"I'm going to brag on us tot a little oil 
know if tin.. ne line iit the i onntry playing I 
than we are right now. Wte an |ust reeking havoc on all IIK- 
t) ln,( idthequarteitockshavjngahardtirrie 
standing in the pocket whilust rarnbtihg everywhere." 
b m Michigan'squarterback lylei Beuznevw looked mm 
tartabte lien/ li.nl in yards pasaig while averaging 18 yards a 
Ik-nzalsu tumbled the hall and threw an inUBCephun   \ 
mulled punt resulted in the third lumovai of the game as hide 
,\il|ii ll.ilnii.ll) ienft'eiediilor tin !al on. 
"II voi i just look at us watch us in practice, we don't do am 
thing else but work, limes said,  Inat sum mono ami it shows 
m Saturdays. 
Bowling Green is ntnv nationally ranked lllh In points 
against: a testament to the work of the defense the offense 
that has struggled for consistency is ranked 95thin points fin 
'Offensively; ii wasn't pretiy, hut we did what we needed lo 
do," said Head Coach Dave I lawson "We out scored the other 
team. We had a goal pla> In the double pass and a nice run b\ 
lAndre] Givens.' 
I he double pass was designed to look like a screen piny from 
quarterback Man Schilz to running back Ionian llopgood 
Hopgood ibi-n exen ised his option to throw the ball into the 
wind to a wide open Shaun topBa loptm completed the Si 
yard pla\ unioiii bed as he jogged Into the end/one   Ihe play 
he fifth play oi the game and set a tone Ibi the remamdw 
nf the game. 
With rimniui; back \nihon Samuel out foi the game still 
iiursitii;dii injury sulfered from the .Massiichusctls came, ii was 
running back John Petugrew with thit start Rertigrew lead a 
running emps of Andre Givensand lordan liopguod v ith 136 
yardsandaiongol lwouUadd61 yards wit ha long 
:wli-<avcnsi\oiililaild.i;:.'\aiilioiiihdnwn. 
i iwrshadowwi by a potentially devastating injury, the run- 
ning game carried the majority oi mo offense especially lale 
in the game as the team ran out Ihe dock. Givens weni down 
in the third quartei and after being attended to tot ova 10 
minutes, was pm on a stretcher and driven oil the field in an 
ambulance. Upo^ateseamerhioiigh<reganiethatltw«sapre 
caulinilai v decision and I hat flicensw'.is able lo move his arms 
and was conscious the entire time. 
Scrulzlmished the. game with 78 yards passing while, up until 
the second ball, was trailing Hopgood's 53 yards, llopgood got 
the only passing touchdown of the game. 
t '.inning into the game tied lot 119th in Ihe nation in held 
goal percentage, the special teams added three points lo 
score. Kicket StephanSteinmisseda38yardanempt with the 
wind, while kicker lyta fate made a 28 yard held goal against 
the wind. 
Ihe win mines IK, into a sen mil plate lie in tile MAC I'asi 
as No 24 Ohio lost hi Miami     Ihe Falcons nail Kent Stale 
who remains unbeaten in conference and who defeated No. 
IS Rutgers Saturday l« I is now one oi six team'. 111 the M.\( to 
Iv bowl eligible, and will travel to Ohio in nine days to play the 
Bobcats. Aliei thai 1 lie I.il. ons will host Kent Stale on \o\  17. 
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ROBERT SHEA, defensemen. eyes up a pass duimg the Falcons' game with Ohio State BG lost one game but won the other in a shootout 
Hockey splits with Buckeyes 
By RyanS.tkov.uk 
Senior Reporter 
It was once again a tale of two com- 
pletely different games for the BG 
hockey team this past weekend 
against Ohio State. 
The team came out flat Friday in 
a 1-0 loss to the Buckeyes, only to 
respond Saturday night with a dra- 
matic, come-from-behind 4-3 shoot- 
out victory. 
The home crowd was given its first 
glimpse of what life without Andrew 
Hammond in net would be like. The 
senior goaltender missed both games 
as he continues rehab for his injured 
elbow. 
Freshman Tommy Burke start- 
ed both games at goalie and per- 
formed admirably, particularly 
in Friday's loss. 
However, things nearly got out to a 
catastrophic start. Ohio State won the 
opening faceoff. with Ryan I l/jngel 
immediately taking the puck for- 
ward, splitting an evidently stunned 
defensive pairing of Bobby Shea and 
Connor Kucera. 
He skated in on Burke and shot the 
puck between Burke's Nocker arm 
and body. The referee lost sight of the 
puck and blew the whistle, just as the 
puck was trickling into the net. As the 
Buckeyes celebrated, he emphatically 
waved the goal off. 
"It's pretty simple: that was a goal- 
said Ohio State Coach Mark Osiecki. 
" (The referee] apologized about it. We 
were asking about it after the first 
period, but I know the rule. He lost 
sight of the puck. We all make mis- 
takes; it is what it is." 
BG Coach Chris Bergeron agreed 
that the Falcons caught a break on 
the call but more-so focused on the 
sequence that led up to it saying that 
Shea and Kucera were "not paying 
attention." 
'To be honest... I was in shock of 
what was going on," Burke said. "It 
was a smart play by them." 
Faceoffs were once again the kryp- 
tonite for BG in this game. While BG 
held a 29-28 edge in the circle, the 
Falcons allow their only goal of the 
game immediately off a faceoff. 
Just over eight minutes into the first 
period, the teams lined up for a draw 
in the BG zone to Burke's right There 
See HOCKEY | Page 8 
Men's Soccer wins two 
games on road trip 
Falcons defeat Florida Atlantic, Michigan 
ByAhxKmpMky 
Reporter 
The Falcons finished up their 
two final road games with 2-0 
wins against Michigan and Mid- 
American Conference opponents 
Florida Atlantic. 
BG traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich, 
on Tuesday and defeated the 
Wolverines 2-0. The win marks 
the second straight year that the 
Falcons have defeated Michigan. 
The match was tied at harftime 
with a low number of shots from 
each team (BG-5, UM-6). However, 
after halftime, both teams went full 
throttle on offense. Michigan had a 
total of 22 shots during the match 
and BG had 10. 
The Falcons' first goal came from 
junior Anthony Grant right after 
the start of the second half in the 
46th minute. The goal was scored 
by sophomore Danny Baraldi and 
junior Zach Schewee 
The second goal was scored only 
three minutes later by freshman 
Ryan lames and assisted by Baraldi 
and junior Ryan Snashall 
Junior goalkeeper recorded five 
saves against the Wolverines and 
helped the Falcons boost their 
record to 6-7-3 on the season. 
After Tuesday's win. the Falcons 
traveled to Boca Raton, Fla. to take 
on MAC foe Florida Atlantic. 
The game was originally sched- 
uled for Friday night but was 
moved to Saturday morning due to 
Hurricane Sandy. After the intensity 
of the hurricane died down when 
it reached Florida, the game was 
rescheduled again on Friday night. 
The Falcons were not affected by 
the extremely windy weather and 
defeated the Florida Atlantic Owls 2-0. 
The Falcons'first goal was scored 
by Grant in the 12th minute and 
assisted by Baraldi With this goal 
Grant now has eight goals on the 
season and is currently the team 
leader in the same category. 
BG's second goal came from 
Baraldi in the 24th minute and was 
assisted by Grant 
Head Coach Eric Nichols was 
pleased w ith his team's performance 
despite ihe extreme conditions. 
"There were significant, sus- 
tained winds blowing toward one 
goal for the entire 90 minutes." 
Nichols said. "We had the wind 
with us in the first half, they had it 
in the second half and it definitely 
affected the game. Neither team 
had a shot on goal against the wind 
tonight" 
The Falcons return home this 
week for their last two matches of 
the regular season. The first match 
Is against Wright State and is slated 
for a 7 p.m. start on Tuesday. 
BG will then host MAC opponent 
West Virginia on Saturday at 7 pm 
in the regular season finale. 
A 
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Rugby team remains undefeated 
ByNkrwIaiVaixUrpool 
Reporter 
The Falcon rugby team 
remains undefeated after 
beating Cincinnati and Ohio 
over the weekend. 
BG defeated Cincinnati on 
Saturday with a score of 52-0. 
The game wasn't as easy as 
the outcome portrayed. 
The Bearcats expected the 
Falcons to play smash-mouth 
rugby. BG had to adjust and 
play a finesse style instead. 
"UC was very tough in 
the rucks and in the tack- 
les, so swinging the ball out 
wide was very effective," 
said  lock Alex  Garnaut. 
"Our passing and offloads 
were very helpful." 
Wing Nolan Cavano and 
eight man Bryan Kean each 
had a try. Wing Ryan Koenig 
had two tries with prop Dane 
Szente converting on three 
conversions to make the 
score 26-0 at halftime. 
In the second half, center 
Dominic Mauer had three 
tries of his own and lock Mike 
Treon also got on the board 
with a solo try. 
After the win on Saturday, 
the Falcons had to return 
home to host the Ohio 
Bobcats the next day. The 
weather was thought to be 
a big factor going into the 
day, but BG came away with 
a 58-7 win despite the wind 
and freezing temperatures. 
The win gives the Falcons 
their 31st Mid-American 
Conference championship 
in a row regardless of the 
outcome in the team's final 
game next weekend. 
It didn't take long for BG to 
make a mark on the score- 
board. Cavano scored a try in 
less than two minutes from 
the opening whistle. 
The Bobcats seemed shell 
shocked by the ferocity and 
aggressiveness of the Falcons 
attack as they steadily gave 
up tries despite having the 
wind advantage. 
BG controlled the game 
offensively and used the 
clock efficiently. It would be 
a full 30 minutes into the first 
half before Ohio would run 
their first offensive series. 
Treon had his best day 
of his Falcon career, as he 
scored three tries in the first 
half. Kean, Koenig and Mauer 
joined Treon in the endzone 
in the first half. 
The Bobcats managed to 
score a try and conversion in 
the second half, but it was the 
Falcons the rest of the way. 
BG is now 7-0 in league 
play and will travel to 
Miami on Saturday to fin- 
ish the season. 
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Volleyball struggles, finds second conference loss against Ohio 
ByMnHouMholdw 
Reporter 
The struggles for the BG vol- 
leyball team finally caught 
up to it against Ohio as they 
were swept by the Bobcats in 
three sets. After putting up an 
impressive defensive showing 
against Kent State on Friday, 
the Falcons struggled to con- 
tain a strong offensive team 
in Ohio. 
In the game, BG allowed the 
Bobcats led by Kelly Lamberti 
and her 11 kills to hit .254 for 
the match, which was the most 
it had given up to an opponent 
in MAC play. 
"We knew what was on the 
line coming into this match 
and thatOhio would be a tough 
team to beat" BGSU Head 
Coach Danijela Tomic said. 
"We needed all of our players 
to play up to their potential in 
order to win. Obviously, that 
didn't happen and the better 
team won tonight." 
BG has played some dose 
matches recently and is 
almost lucky to still be 10-2 
in conference. In fact, five of 
their last eight have gone to 
five sets including their game 
on Friday night where they got 
by Kent State. 
"We are playing to just get 
by right now," Outside hitter 
Paige Penrod said. "If we can 
"We will learn 
from this loss and 
bounce back." 
Danijela Tomic | Head Coach 
get back to the determina- 
tion we had earlier in the sea- 
son, we can show people we 
deserve to be where we are." 
Penrod struggled in the 
game as despite her 10 kills she 
only had a .068 attack percent- 
age and seven attack errors. 
Leading the way for the 
Falcons on offense was right 
side hitter Danielle Tonyan, 
who led the team with 13 kills 
and a .343 attack percentage. 
Although the defense strug- 
gled as a whole, they did have 
seven blocks compared to just 
four from Ohio. 
"We will get back in the 
gym on Monday and con- 
tinue working on things that 
we need to improve," Tomic 
said. "We still have four more 
matches to play and then 
the MAC Tournament. We 
will learn from this loss and 
bounce back." 
BG will finish up its home 
schedule this upcoming week- 
end when they play Buffalo on 
Friday and then close out with 
Akron on Saturday. 
Volleyball MAC Standings (Conf. record) 
OHIO 11-1 W.MICHIGAN 9-3 
BG 10-2 N.ILLINOIS 7-5 
AKRON 7-5 C. MICHIGAN 6-6 
MIAMI 4-8 BALL STATE 6-6 
KENT STATE 3-9 E. MICHIGAN 5-7 
BUFFALO 2-10 TOLEDO 2-10 
Your Undergraduate Student Government 
is all about University Involvement 
Romney Ryan 
•2012* 
As a local business person 
I worry you as students won't 
have a job when you graduate. 
Young conservatives it is 
time to get involved. 
You can make a difference by 
volunteering at our victory center 
at 111 South Main Street. 
Bowling Green. 
Volunteering by going door to door 
or making calls in the call center. 
It Is time lor the young people to 
stand up and get involved! 
CONTACT OUR LEADER 
KRISTI KENNELLY 
614-657-9210 
Romney Ryan Victory Center 
111 South Main Street 
WiennellyOotiirjvictonf.org 
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Have a concern related to the University? 
Contact any USG members who 
serve on these University Committees 
to get the answers you need! 
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Chris Jones Defensive Touchdown Oct 27 2012 
"...Then I saw the ball on the ground and went 'oh my gosh.' I ran to go get it and made sure I picked it up. It was just 
locked to my chest and I wasn't going to let it go. Then I just had to run as fast and hard as I could to the endzone. 
Chris Jones I Defensive Tackle 
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Miami.   Tht til Kent Stale 
who remains unbeaten in conference and wlv> defeated No. 
15 Rutgers Saturday. BG is now one of six teams in the MAC to 
lie bowl eligible, and will travel to Ohio in nine days to play the 
ns will host Kent State on N 
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ROBERT SHEA, oVememen •. isrnewiih Ohio State BG lost one game but won the other in a shootout. 
Hockey splits with Buckeyes 
By Ryan Satkowiak 
Senior F ■
ii A,is once again a tale ol two i om- 
pletely different games foi the KG 
hockey   team   this   pas)   weekend 
against Ohio State. 
The team came out flat i riday in 
a l-o loss to the Buckeyes, only to 
respond Saturday night with a dra 
mane, come-from-behind I i shoo) 
out victory. 
The home crowd was given Us liisi 
glimpse of what life without Andrew 
Hammond in net would be like. The 
senior goaltender missed both games 
as he continues rehab for his injured 
elbow. 
Freshman Tommy Burke start- 
ed both games at goalie and pel 
formed admirably, particularly 
in I riday's loss. 
However, things nearly go) out to a 
catasttophk start. Ohio State won the 
opening faceolf. with Ryan D/jngel 
immediately taking the puck for- 
ward splitting an evidently stunned 
defensive pairing ol Bobby Shea and 
( iiniiorKucera. 
I le skated in on Burke and shot the 
puck between Burkes blncker arm 
and In idy, I he referee lost sight of the 
pudt .m<\ blew the whistle, just as ihe 
puck wastricklingintothenetAsthe 
Buc keyes celebrated, he emphatically 
waved tin-goal oil. 
Its pretty simple; that was a goal," 
said i ihin State Coach Mark Osiecki. 
" [The referee apologized about it. We 
were asking about it after the first 
period, hut 1 know the rule. He losl 
sight of the puck. We all make mis- 
takes; it is what il is." 
BG Coach Chris Bergeron agreed 
that the falcons caught a break on 
the call, but more-so focused on the 
sequence that led up to it, saying that 
Shea and Kucera were "not pitying 
attention." 
"To be honest ... 1 was in shock of 
what was going on," Burke said. "It 
was a smart play by them." 
Faceoffs were once again the kryp- 
tonitc for BG in this game. While Be- 
held a 29-2B edge in the circle, the 
Falcons allow their only goal of the 
game immediately off a faceoff. 
Just over eight minutes into the first 
period, the teams lined up for a draw 
in the BO zone to Burkes right. There 
See HOCKEY | Page 8 
en's Soccer wins two 
games on road trip 
Falcons defeat Florida Atlantic, Michigan 
By A lo« Krampasky 
Reporter 
The Falcons finished up their 
two final road games with 2-0 
wins against Michigan and Mid- 
American Conference opponents 
Florida Atlantic. 
BG traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich, 
on Iuesday and defeated the 
Wolverines 2-0. The win marks 
the second straight year that the 
Falcons have defeated Michigan. 
The match was tied at halftime 
with a low number of shots from 
each team (BG-5, UM-6). However, 
after halftime. both teams went full 
throttle on offense. Michigan had a 
total of 22 shots during the match 
and BG had 10. 
The Falcons' first goal came from 
junior Anthony Grant right after 
the start of the second half in the 
•16th minute. The goal was scored 
by sophomore Danny Baraldi and 
junior Zach Schewee. 
The second goal was scored only 
three minutes later by freshman 
Ryan lames and assisted by Baraldi 
and junior Ryan Snashall. 
Junior goalkeeper recorded five 
saves against the Wolverines and 
helped the Falcons boost their 
record to 6-7-3 on the season. 
After Tuesday's win, the Falcons 
traveled to Boca Raton, Fla. to take 
on MAC foe Florida Atlantic. 
The game was originally sched- 
uled for Friday night, but was 
moved to Saturday morning due to 
I lurricane Sandy. After the intensity 
of the hurricane died down when 
it reached Florida, the game was 
rescheduled again on Friday night. 
Ihc Falcons were not affected by 
the extremely windy weather and 
defeated tliellorida Atlantic Owls2-0. 
The Falcons' first goal was scored 
by Grant in the 12th minute and 
assisted by Baraldi. With this goal, 
(irant now has eight goals on the 
season and is currently the team 
leader in the same category. 
BG's second goal came from 
Baraldi in the 24th minute and was 
assisted by Grant. 
Head Coach Fric Nichols was 
pleased with his team's performance 
despite the extreme conditions. 
"There were significant, sus- 
tained winds blowing toward one 
goal for the entire 90 minutes." 
Nichols said. "We had the wind 
with us in the first half, they had it 
in the second half and it definitely 
affected the game. Neither team 
had a shot on goal against the wind 
tonight." 
The Falcons return home this 
week for their last two matches of 
the regular season. The first match 
is against Wright State and is slated 
for a 7 p.m. start on Tuesday. 
BG will then host MAC opponent 
West Virginia on Saturday at 7 p.ra 
in the regular season finale. 
t U 
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Rugby team remains undefeated 
By Nicholas Vandarpool 
Reporter 
The Falcon rugby team 
remains undefeated after 
beating Cincinnati and Ohio 
over the weekend. 
BG defeated Cincinnati on 
Saturday with a score of 52-0. 
The game wasn't as easy as 
the outcome portrayed. 
The Bearcats expected the 
falcons to play smash-mouth 
rugby. BG had to adjust and 
play a finesse style instead. 
"UC was very tough in 
the rucks and in the tack- 
les, so swinging the ball out 
wide was very effective," 
said   lock  Alex  Garnaut. 
"Our passing and offloads 
were very helpful." 
Wing Nolan Cavano and 
eight man Bryan Kean each 
had a try. Wing Ryan Koenig 
had two tries with prop Dane 
Szente converting on three 
conversions to make the 
score 26-0 at halftime. 
In the second half, center 
Dominic Mauer had three 
tries of his own and lock Mike 
Treon also got on the board 
with a solo try. 
After the win on Saturday, 
the Falcons had to return 
home to host the Ohio 
Bobcats the next day. The 
weather was thought to be 
a big factor going into the 
day, but BG came away with 
a 58-7 win despite the wind 
and freezing temperatures. 
The win gives the Falcons 
their 31st Mid-American 
Conference championship 
in a row regardless of the 
outcome in the team's final 
game next weekend. 
It didn't take long for BG to 
make a mark on the score- 
board. Cavano scored a try in 
less than two minutes from 
the opening whistle. 
The Bobcats seemed shell 
shocked by the ferocity and 
aggressiveness of the Falcons 
attack as they steadily gave 
up tries despite having the 
wind advantage. 
BG controlled the game 
offensively and used the 
clock efficiently. It would be 
a full 30 minutes into the first 
half before Ohio would run 
their first offensive series. 
Treon had his best day 
of his Falcon career, as he 
scored three tries in the first 
half. Kean, Koenig and Mauer 
joined Treon in the endzone 
in the first half. 
The Bobcats managed to 
score a try and conversion in 
the second half, but it was the 
Falcons the rest of the way. 
BC! is now 7-0 in league 
play and will travel to 
Miami on Saturday to fin- 
ish the season. 
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Volleyball struggles, finds second conference loss against Ohio 
ByMaxHousaholdar 
Reporter 
The struggles for the BG vol- 
leyball team finally caught 
up to it against Ohio as they 
were swept by the BobG8t8 in 
three sets. After putting up an 
impressive defensive showing 
against Kent State on Friday, 
the Falcons struggled to con- 
tain a strong offensive team 
in Ohio. 
In the game, BG allowed the 
Bobcats led by Kelly Iamberti 
and her 11 kills to hit .254 for 
the match, which was the most 
it had given up to an opponent 
in MAC play. 
"We knew what was on the 
line coming into this match 
andthatOhiowouldbeatough 
team to beat," BGSU Head 
Coach Danijela Tomic said. 
"We needed all of our players 
to play up to their potential in 
order to win. Obviously, that 
didn't happen and the (Tetter 
team won tonight." 
BG has played some close 
matches recently and is 
almost lucky to still be 10-2 
in conference. In fact, five of 
their last eight have gone to 
five sets including their game- 
on Friday night where they got 
by Kent State. 
"We are playing to just get 
by right now," Outside hitter 
Paige Penrod said. "If we can 
"We will learn 
from this loss and 
bounce back." 
Danijela Tomic | Head Coach 
get back to the determina- 
tion we had earlier in the sea- 
son, we can show people we 
deserve to be where we are." 
Penrod  struggled  in  the 
game as despite her 10 kills she 
only had a .068 attack percent- 
age and seven attack errors. 
Leading the way for the 
Falcons on offense was right 
side hitter Danielle Tonyan, 
who led the team with 13 kills 
and a .343 attack percentage. 
Although the defense strug- 
gled as a whole, they did have 
seven blocks compared to just 
four from Ohio. 
"We will get back in the 
gym on Monday and con- 
tinue working on things that 
we need to improve." Tomic 
said. "We still have four more 
matches to play and then 
the MAC Tournament. We 
will learn from this loss and 
bounce back." 
BCi will finish up its home 
schedule this upcoming week- 
end when they play Buffalo on 
Friday and then close out with 
Akron on Saturday. 
Volleyball MAC Standings (Conf. recor 
OHIO 11-1 W.MICHIGAN 9-3 
BG 10-2 N.ILLINOIS 7-5 
AKRON 7-5 C. MICHIGAN 6-6 
MIAMI 4-8 BALL STATE 6-6 
KENT STATE 3-9 E.MICHIGAN 5-7 
BUFFALO 2-10 TOLEDO 2-10 
Your Undergraduate Student Government 
is all about University Involvement 
r«*r L C 0"M El 
Romney Ryan 
2012 
As a local business person 
I worry you as students won't 
have a job when you graduate 
Young conservatives it is 
time to get involved. 
You can make a difference by 
volunteering at our victory center 
at 111 South Main Street, 
Bowling Green. 
Volunteering by going door to door 
or making calls in the call center 
It is time tor the young people to 
stand up and get involved! 
CONTACT OUR LEADER 
KRISTI KENNELLY 
614-657-9210 
Romney Ryan Victory Center 
111 South Main Street 
kkennellyaohiovictory.org 
Have a concern related to the University? 
Contact any USG members who 
serve on these University Committees 
to get the answers you need! 
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was a scrum for the puck right 
after it was dropped, when it 
squirted out to D/Jngle. who 
buried the shot off the right 
post and in. 
The best scoring chance the 
Falcons had came late in the 
third, when Dajon Mingo took 
a pass from behind the net and 
pumped the shot off the post. 
BG had 25 shots in the game, 
but were unable to beat Ohio 
State goalie Brady Hjelle. 
Burke stopped 27 of the 28 
shots he faced. Despite looking 
shaky early, he settled in and 
kept BG in the game. 
"1 thought I played maybe 
not as good as it looked" he 
said. "There are some areas I 
want to touch up on. That goal, 
I don't want to ever give up that 
[kind of] goal; you don't want 
pucks to go through you. All in 
all, their goalie played better 
than I did tonight." 
Saturday's game was much 
more dramatic, with BG going 
to its first shootout of the sea- 
son. Dan DeSarvo played the 
role of hero, with a quick wrist 
shot in the fourth round. It 
was the only goal scored in the 
shootout. 
In an almost carbon copy of 
the previous night, BG scored 
a goal in the first minute, only 
to have it waved off, as it was 
ruled the puck was kicked in. 
BG got on the board three 
minutes later. Adam Berkle 
came down the right wing 
boards on a three-on-two 
and dished a beautiful pass 
to Rusty Hafher. He threw a 
backhand shot and beat Ohio 
State goalie Collin Olson. 
Bergeron said the increased 
intensity in the first period 
was a result of the team self- 
motivating. 
"I talked to some guys indi- 
vidually, but this isn't a coach- 
ing thing, it's about those 20 
guys deciding," he said. "I chal- 
lenged our leadership a bit and 
told them to take this thing 
over and make it yours, and 
don't accept where we are." 
BG increased the lead to 
2-0 early in the second period, 
with Mark Cooper scoring his 
third goal of the season. 
Ohio State scored three 
goals in a span of 3:13 in the 
second period to take the lead. 
BG was able to stop the 
bleeding, in large part to Burke 
making a few big saves, to keep 
the deficit at one. 
"We didn't want to get down 
(on ourselves]," DeSalvo said. 
"There are times this season 
that we've gotten down. We 
were fighting that urge, every- 
one was staying positive." 
BG kept throwing shots at 
Olson, putting a season-high 
39 shots on the freshman 
goalie. 
BG finally broke through 
midway through the third. 
Brett Mohler took the puck 
off a defensive zone faceoff 
and skated up the right wing 
boards. Upon entry into the 
Ohio State zone, he threw a 
wrist shot high blocker side 
that zipped past Olson and 
found the top comer of the net. 
"One of the things we've 
been able to show in the past 
little bit is some resiliency," 
Bergeron said. "We didn't show 
finish or that killer instinct to 
go from 2-0 to 3-0. but we were 
resilient in the third. I want 
the guys to feel good about the 
result, but we have a lot of work 
to do." 
Burke stopped 21 of 24 shots, 
but he once again kept BG in 
the game. 
"Really proud of Tommy," 
Bergeron said. "I thought he 
was solid. The one two-on-one 
goal, I think he'd like to have 
that one back. But the other 
two he had no chance on and 
then he shut them down in 
the shootout. Not only did he 
create some confidence for 
himself, but I think the team is 
confident in him." 
BG will face Michigan 
State in a series this weekend. 
Friday's game will be in East 
Lansing, with Saturday's being 
played in BG. 
BG 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG News will noi knowingly 
accept advertisements thai discrimi- 
nate, or encourage tlis. rim (nation 
against any Individual or group on 
tin* basis of race, sex. mint, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orien- 
tation, disability, status as a veteran 
or on the basis o( any other legally 
protected status. 
The BG New* reserve* (he right to 
decline, discontinue or revise any 
advertisement such ns those found 
to be defamatory, lacking In factual 
basis, misleading or false in nature. All 
advertisements are subject to editing 
and approval. 
City Events 
Vote Kelly Wicks for Ohio House! 
Last week to Early Vote! 
Free rides to polls everyday! 
Help Wanted 
Bartending, up to $300/day. 
No exp. needed, training avail, 
call 800-965-6520 X174 
For Rent 
•Now renting (or 2013-14 SY. 
5 & 6 BR houses on Wooster. 
CartyRentals.com 
419-353-0325, 9-9 
1 BR apt. 854 8th St, $400/mo + 
elec WVS400 security dep. no pets, 
non-smoking. Call 419-392-3356. 
1 room studio, shared bath, turn 
Avail NOW! $275/mo + elec. 
Call 419-601-3225. 
3 BR house, $750'mo +u1ils. 
Close to BGSU. ctl-st parking. 
A/C & W/D. Call 419-601-3225. 
3 room efficiency furnished, 
$350/mo, available August 15th 
120 Reed St. Call 419-601-3225 
3BR house for rent, 
near campus. Fall 2012. 
Call 419-352-5882 
3BR houses. A 4 B. 836 Third St. 
A avail Aug 15, B avail May 15th. 
Call 419-601-3225 
HOUSES close to campus! 
Now renting 2013-2014 leases. 
Frobose Rentals - 419-353-9502 
www.froboserentals.com 
BOWLING  (. KEEN  SIATE  UNIVERSITY 
Start Dates: 
October 15 
October 15 
October 16 
October 18 
November 5 
November 7 
November 9 
Graduate Students 
Non-Degree Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Guest Students 
Questions? 
Call the Registration 
419-372-4444 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday-Friday 
Go to: 
my.bgsu.edu 
1. SELECT > student center 
2. SELECT > enroll 
3.SELECT > add 
You can acce^i everything that you 
need, including tutoriaU, via the 
"Student Center" at the MyBGSV portal. 
Office of Registration and Records    I   110 Administration Bldg. 
The Daily Crossword Fix  HAfOR 
brought to you by    l/HW ■  » 
1  Some Ford autos, briefly 
6 Mocking remark 
10 _ team: police crisis unit 
14 With good cheer 
15 Airline to Tel Aviv 
16 Hawaiian seaport 
17 High-performing Wall 
Street investment 
19 Giggly Muppet 
20 "He's_ no good" 
21 Distribute in portions 
22 Resume the original speed, 
in music 
26 Salmon, trout, cod. etc. 
29 Double-check, as in a lab 
30 Netherlands airline 
31 Farm pen 
32 Sp. maiden 
33 Uke the area under an awning 
36 Big day for a new store, or an 
apt description of each part of 
17-,26-.50-and58-Across 
British sports cars 
_ de toilette 
Tear at the seam 
NFL's Browns, 
scoreboard-style 
Pancake toppers 
Rocker Joan 
Emotionalty detached 
Gp. providing 
campaign funds 
Fraternal society member 
Knickknack holder 
"The Sixth Sense" 
star Bruce 
'Close, but no cigar" 
Uke Alfred E. 
Neuman's grin 
Dalmatian feature 
Product pitchers 
gratia artis: 
MGM motto 
Contract period 
James or Jones of jazz 
Stiller's comedy partner 
Giraffe cousin 
Merrie __ England 
Uke dry bread 
Sugar substitute? 
Bumped off 
"Make today delicious' 
food giant 
38 Mideast chieftain 
39 Luxor's river 
40 Thousands, to a 
hood 
43 Denver hrs. 
44 Tunn treasure 
45 Fanfare 
46 Gushed on stage 
48 Stoicism founder 
49 Thirty, in Montreal 
51 Double curves 
52 Toondom'sFudd 
56 Gun filler 
58 Calico pet 
59 "Well, well, well!" 
60 Sizable 
61 URL ender for a 
charity 
62 Prefix with natal 
63 Cavity filler: Abbr. 
41 Giorgio of fashion 
42 Per _: daily 
44 Ship's pronoun 
47 Have the flu 
48 Scrabble 10-pomters 
50 Past all major obstacles 
53 Borgnine who did voice work 
in "SpongeBob SquarePants" 
54 Fowl pole 
55 Swim meet assignment 
57 Stops hedging 
58 Unifying connection 
64 Beekeeper played by Fonda 
65 Throat-clearing sound 
66 Ready for bed 
67 Fathers 
68 Bull in a corrida 
69 Popular toaster waffles 
ANSWERS 
,DA(OR 
■ siunim •nltiiR * 
@www.dacor.net 
or call 419.352.3568 
big Wosi Woosior Bowllnu Gresn 
October Special 
UPTO$600FF 
REKT PER MONTH 
———___— 
HIGH SPEED DSL 
52995/MONTH 
COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Delusions of a college student 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
" I enjoy the 
competitive 
parking on 
campus." 
No parking spots? 
Let us drive you. 
> FREE Resident Shuttle    > 24 Hr Maintenance 
> FREE High Speed Internet       > 2 Laundromats 
TUESDAY 
Babyback 
Ribs  *n-»» 
'163 S. Main 
BOWLING GREEN 
419.353.2277 
www.sambs.com 
WE DELIVER. 
352-SAMB 
rnsCTixp* 
Purch Adv lb © cinemark.com 
800- 326-3264. Eip 14321 
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 
> FREE Basic Cable 
> FREE Water & Trash 
> FREE Resident Shuttle 
> Air Conditioning 
> Swimming Pool 
> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts 
WINTHROP 
TERRACE 
      APARTMENTS       — 
400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135 
www.winthropterrace.com 
NO  APPOINTMENT  NECESSARY 
tDWWWlttrOHtPMXOO-aUWIVtWX.W 
coutoi rwjMDir fwtrw vauo to y x 
cHr™r,|"ru 7 n      BBO 
»|PO| 
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_     
  
WWW. 
bgnews 
.com      [^ 
JOE 
Real BioLife 
donor since 
March 2010. 
Engineer 
HeaithNut 
Lifesaver 
ANYONE CAN BE A UFESAVER AT 
II doesn't matter who you are or what you do, your plasma 
donation has (he potential to save countless lives 
Leainnioie.itBIOllFEPlASMA.COM 
1789 B Melrose Ave • Findlay, OH 4'5840 • 419.425,8680 
f  
MWO 
RECEWtUPTO 
$240 
VSBk 
>■ ». i 
